PRACTICAL INFORMATION FOR YOUR STAY IN BRATISLAVA

Accommodation information

For your stay in Bratislava, we recommend to choose from the following hotels:

- Hotel Devin Bratislava (booking link) – Standard Room €95, Executive Room €125
  [https://reservations.travelclick.com/13601?groupId=2686126#/guestsandrooms](https://reservations.travelclick.com/13601?groupId=2686126#/guestsandrooms)
- Falkensteiner Hotel Bratislava
- Crowne Plaza Hotel Bratislava
- Austria Trend Hotel Bratislava
- Loft Hotel Bratislava
  [https://www.lofthotel.sk/en](https://www.lofthotel.sk/en)
- Roset Boutique Hotel
  [https://www.rosethotel.sk/sk/](https://www.rosethotel.sk/sk/)

We recommend you to accommodate in Hotel Devin, where we pre-negotiated for you a special discount. For the discount the reservation has to be made through this link. The link to make a reservation in Hotel Devin will be valid till 15th of January 2020.

Travel information

Arrival by plane

You have two options when traveling by plane: Vienna or Bratislava airports.

1. From Vienna’s International Airport to Bratislava

From Vienna airport you can use bus or taxi services:

TAXI

- If taking a taxi, there are airport taxies lined in front of the exit, which however are relatively expensive. We recommend you to order a taxi via UBER or BOLT apps or on one of following contacts who issue invoice upon request:
  - Doprava Vrbičan, [https://www.dopravavrbican.sk/kontakt/](https://www.dopravavrbican.sk/kontakt/) (English-speaking company), please contact Pier Protas: +421 944 408 483 or email to zawa@nextra.sk or dribnak.peter@gmail.com

[ted2020@fses.uniba.sk](mailto:ted2020@fses.uniba.sk)
BUS

→ If taking a bus - the location of the bus station please see picture below or click on the link for more information (including the timetable of buses - please scroll down on the page):

The bus station is in front of the Arrivals hall. You can use any of the exits.

A direct bus (Slovak Lines, RegioJet, Flixbus) will bring you to Bratislava’s main bus station in about an hour and costs appr. 5-10 EUR/one person. You can purchase your ticket directly with the bus driver. The timetable of buses you can find here: https://www.viennaairport.com/en/passengers/arrival__parking/bus_connections

If possible, you can also get off the bus at Bratislava – Most SNP which is a bus stop in the city centre. For your subsequent journey, you can use public transportation or taxi listed above. Hotel Devin (recommended accommodation) is approx. 5-7 minutes walking distance from Most SNP bus stop.
2. From M.R. Stefanik Bratislava airport in Bratislava to the Centre

TAXI
→ If taking a taxi, there are airport taxes lined in front of the exit, which however are relatively expensive. We recommend you to order a taxi via UBER or BOLT apps or on one of following contacts:
  o [https://www.dopravavrbican.sk/kontakt/](https://www.dopravavrbican.sk/kontakt/) (English-speaking company)
  o Milan Maroš, +421 911 439 259 or email to: marosmilan1@gmail.com (preferred communication via email or SMS)

BUS
→ Bus No. 61 links Airport Bratislava with the city centre in the direction to the Main Railway Station (Hlavná železničná stanica). Ticket machine for the bus is located at the public transport bus stop. The ticket for duration 30 min. (0,90 euro) will cover the journey to the city centre. The ticket needs to be stamped in the bus (yellow machine).
→ Map of the airport find here: [https://www.bts.aero/downloads/maps/letisko_bratislava-mapa.pdf](https://www.bts.aero/downloads/maps/letisko_bratislava-mapa.pdf)

WE WISH YOU A PLEASANT JOURNEY AND LOOKING FORWARD TO MEETING YOU IN BRATISLAVA